**INTRODUCING GEL**

Metal Rescue® GEL is a cleaner, safer and easier rust remover for iron and steel. Unlike other gel-based rust removers, GEL is environmentally friendly and contains no harmful or corrosive acids, alkalis or solvents. Metal Rescue GEL is your on-the-spot rust remover—its highly-adhesive formula allows for simple and controlled application—GEL clings to metal.

**Clean and Easy-to-Use**
- Safe, Citric Acid-based Formula
- Environmentally Friendly
- Safe for Use on Most Materials
- Non-flammable
- No Solvents
- Non-caustic
- No Phosphoric Acid
- GREEN product

**PURCHASE ONLINE AT**
workshophero.com or email: info@armorvci.com
METAL RESCUE GEL
IS YOUR ON-THE-SPOT RUST REMOVER

Metal Rescue® Rust Remover GEL is formulated to cling to metal, making it ideal for use on vertical surfaces, spot rust, or rust on hard-to-reach areas. GEL formula also allows for pinpoint use—apply only where needed to eliminate waste and save money.

MOIST MAKES IT BETTER

Do not allow GEL to dry. GEL must remain moist to remove rust. Use Metal Rescue’s signature plastic wrap method:

- Tear one sheet of household plastic wrap from roll. Sheet should be slightly larger than applied GEL area.
- Lay sheet of wrap over surface of GEL, making sure that entire application area is covered.
- Ensure edges of wrap are secure to protect GEL from exposure to airflow that could cause drying.

Check periodically and reapply wrap if more process time is needed.

KEEP GEL FROM DRYIN’
WRAP AFTER APPLYIN’

USE GEL ON:
- Car doors, hoods, bumpers, hitches
- Heavy equipment, large machinery
- Hardware, hinges, metal shelving
- Saw blades, chains, large tools
- Outdoor furniture, fixtures
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